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Abstract

This paper describes the considerations for the formation of a new study group into coexistence of
FBWA systems. Two main areas of work are described, relating to coexistence with point to point
links and coexistence of systems operating in the 2-11 GHz frequency range
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The formation of a new study group is requested. The output of the study will be a proposal for a PAR for a new
Recommended Practice for coexistence of FBWA systems (possibly an extension to the current draft practice)
including a title, scope statement, purpose statement, and covering subject areas and scenarios not considered in
the current document.
The possible scope of work is in two areas:
(1) Coexistence between PMP and point to point systems of various types
(2) Coexistence of FBWA systems operating below 11 GHz (including possible sharing with other services)
(1) Coexistence with Point to Point Systems
The considerations for this work include:
-

Identification and analysis of interference scenarios between PMP and Pt-Pt systems
Consideration of the co-channel, adjacent channel and near adjacent channel scenarios
Same area and nearby area analysis
Consideration of 2 main cases – (a) pt to pt systems that are individually licensed (coordinated by
regulatory bodies) and (b) pt-pt operator- configured systems within a block assignment
Consideration of operating frequencies in the 23.5 –43.5 GHz frequency range
Analysis of all potential interference mechanisms
Production of simulation results, where needed
Recommendation of pfd limits
Recommendation of guard channels and geographical spacings
Recommendation of useful mitigation techniques
Consideration of appropriate antennas and possible recommendation of minimum standards

(2) Coexistence of FBWA systems in the frequency range 2-11 GHz
Study of systems operating in lower frequency bands than those in the current draft Recommended Practice will
make use of different system parameters and propagation models. Some differences are as follows:
-non - line of sight propagation may be acceptable at some frequencies
-multipath problems may be much more significant
-rain-fading is frequency dependent
-antenna beam-widths may be relatively wide
-cell re-use patterns may be different
-FBWA system architecture may be different from the higher frequencies
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The considerations for this second subject area include:
-

Identification and analysis of interference scenarios between various types of FBWA systems
(TDD/FDD/HFDD)
Consideration of the co-channel, adjacent channel and near adjacent channel scenarios
Same area and nearby area analysis
Consideration of operating frequencies in the 2-11GHz frequency range.
Analysis of all potential interference mechanisms
Production of simulation results, where needed
Recommendation of pfd limits
Recommendation of guard channels and geographical spacing
Recommendation of useful mitigation techniques (but not extending to specification of sharing etiquettes
that involve modifications to PHY/MAC of systems)
Consideration of appropriate antennas and possible recommendation of minimum standards

For each of the above subject areas, a significant task is the production or adaptation of simulation tools to
contribute essential data on which the recommendations will be based. The study group will examine possible
sources for this essential information.

End of document
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